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By W. Douglas Morris and Lana M. Couch 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An experimental investigation has been conducted to determine the pressure distri- 
bution on a blunted 15O half-cone-wedge lifting-entry body. The tests were  conducted at 
a Mach number of 3.71 and Reynolds numbers per foot of 2.81 X 106 and 4.68 X lo6 
(Reynolds numbers per meter  of 9.22 X 106 and 15.35 X 106). The angle-of-attack range 
w a s  from -40° to 40°, and the angle-of-sideslip range w a s  from -loo to 10'. A modified 
Newtonian method w a s  compared with the data and, in general, found to predict the trends 
as well  as the magnitude over the angle-of-attack and angle-of-sideslip ranges. 
INTRODUCTION 
Much interest has  been shown in lifting-entry configurations which can be used to 
evaluate economically new heat shields, control systems, and other concepts which a r e  
related to manned and unmanned planetary-entry flight. 
sidered for this task is a blunted half-cone-wedge body. 
One configuration being con- 
In order to evaluate the body aerodynamics and pressure distributions on the body 
during the supersonic portion of the trajectory, ground tes ts  have recently been conducted. 
The pressure investigation w a s  conducted in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel a t  a 
Mach number of 3.71 to determine the longitudinal and radial pressure distributions. The 
tes ts  covered an angle-of-attack range of -400 to 40° and an angle-of-sideslip range of 
-loo to 10'.
tributions computed from modified Newtonian theory. 
Newtonian method used is included in an appendix. 
The experimental pressure distributions were compared with pressure dis- 
A derivation of the modified 
SYMBOLS 
a radius of sphere, inches (meters) 
pressure coefficient, local pressure minus free-s t ream pressure divided by cP 






X,Y , Z  
Q! 
P 
unit coordinate vectors 
f ree-s t ream Mach number 
unit Reynolds number, based on free-s t ream conditions, per foot (per meter)  
unit vector normal to surface 
f r e e  -s t ream stagnation pressure,  pounds/foot2 (newtons/me ter2) 
base radius of cone, inches (meters) 
distance measured along midline surface from orifice 1 (positive on top sur -  
face, negative on bottom surface), inches (meters) 
unit wind vector 
rectangular Cartesian coordinates, inches (meters) 
angle of attack, degrees 
angle of sideslip, degrees 
wedge half-angle, degrees 
angle between unit vector normal to surface and unit wind vector, degrees 
cone half-angle, degrees 
longitudinal spheric cutoff angle, degrees 
body radial cutoff angle, degrees 
radial measurement of orifice locations taken around longitudinal axis and 







2.81 X 106 
2.81 x 106 
2.81 X 106 
4.68 X 106 
conditions a t  base of body 
maximum 
APPARATUS AND TEST CONDITIONS 
The investigation w a s  conducted in the high Mach number test  section of the Langley 
9.22 X I O 6  
9.22 x 106 
9.22 X 106 
15.35 X 106 
Unitary Plan wind tunnel, described in  reference 1. This variable-pressure, continuous- 
flow tunnel has an asymmetrical sliding-block nozzle that permits a continuous variation 
in the test-section Mach number from 2.30 to 4.65. The tunnel stagnation temperature 
w a s  approximately 150° F (338.9O K). Oil-flow photographs w e r e  obtained for angles of 
attack of Oo and 400 at a sideslip angle of Oo. Ultraviolet lighting was used on the 
model and the model w a s  coated with a mixture of fluorescent dye and lubricating oil. 







P ,  deg 
0 
5 
10, -5, and 
0 
10 
0, +2, +5, &lo ,  +15, +20, +25, +30, +35, and +4C 
0, +2, +5, &lo ,  4 5 ,  -20, +30, 35, and 40 
0, +2, +5, + lo ,  4 5 ,  -20, +30, 35, and +40 
0, 10, 20, 30, 35, and 40 
* The negative values of a! were obtained by rolling the model 180°. 
The model used in the investigation and shown in figures 1 and 2 was a lifting-entry 
configuration which consisted of a spherical nose segment, a flat triangular top plate with 
wedge sides, and conical lower surfaces. 
(6.35-mm) aluminum alloy and w a s  supported by a sting at the base. 
was 11.135 inches (283 mm) with a base width and height of 6.600 inches (168 mm) and 
5.692 inches (145 mm), respectively. 
The model w a s  constructed of 0.25-inch-thick 
The overall length 
Relative to the vertical plane of symmetry, the model w a s  instrumented with static- 
pressure orifices of 0.050-inch (1.27 mm) inside diameter on one-half of the model and 
on the base. (See fig. 2(b) for  details of orifice installation and table I for  orifice loca- 
tions.) 
put w a s  recorded on digital self-balancing potentiometers. 
and stagnation pressures  were measured on precision mercury manometers. 
The pressures  were measured by electrical transducers, and each electrical out- 
The tunnel free-stream static 
3 
ACCURACY 
The accuracy of the precision manometers is within 0.5 lb/ft2 (23.94 N/m2). 
Therefore, the accuracy of the pressure measurements is limited to that of the electrical 
transducer (0.5 percent of full-scale deflection). 
of the 4- by 4-fOOt (1.22- by 1.22-meter) test section through the range of tests is rt0.05. 
The accuracy of both angle of attack and angle of sideslip is *0.100. 
The maximum deviation in Mach number 
METHOD O F  PREDICTIONS 
A modified Newtonian expression was compared with the experimental data. 
expressions fo r  the pressure coefficients used for the various parts of the body are as 
The 
follows (see appendix for  derivation): 
(a) For the half-cone, 
2 Cp = Cp,max(sin ec cos a! cos p - cos ec sin p sin @ - sin a! cos p cos @ cos e,) 
(b) For  the spherical-nose segment, 
Cp = Cp,max(cos a! cos /3 cos o - s in  p sin cr sin @ - s in  a! cos p sin o cos 4) 2 
(c) For the wedge section, 
cP = Cp,mm(cos Q! cos p sin E - sin /3 COS 
(d) For the top surface, 
Cp = Cp,mm(sin a! COS p) 2 
Equations (1) and (2) were taken from reference 2. However, in the present investigation, 
Cp,max = 1.7846 (at M = 3.71) has  been used. 
was also used to normalize the experimental data. 
This value, obtained from reference 3, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Oil-flow photographs of the model a r e  presented in  figure 3; schlieren photographs, 
in figure 4; and the effects of angle-of-attack and angle-of-sideslip variations on the pres- 
sure distribution, i n  figures 5 to 11. 
modified Newtonian method and, i n  general, found to agree in trend and magnitude with the 
The data presented have been compared with a 
4 
predicted values. The data shown in the figures are considered typical, and a complete 
list of the data obtained throughout the range of test  variables is presented in tables 11 
and III. 
Oil- Flow Studies 
Typical oil-flow photographs are presented in figure 3 for  the model at angles of 
attack of Oo and 40° at an angle of sideslip of Oo. 
ence of oil, and the dark regions indicate the lack of oil. 
of the flat top at a = 00, as indicated in figure 3(a), is apparently similar to that obtained 
over the leeward surface of a delta wing. 
at the juncture of the spherical segments and wedge sides with the flat top, a r e  formed as 
a result  of flow separation from the model surface. 
entire length of the top of the cylindrical edge and is evidenced by the ridge of accumulated 
oil along this edge. In the vicinity of the spherical segment, the ridge of oil along the edge 
is seen as a narrow white band. 
photograph as a dark band, which is actually a shadow cast  by the ridge. The ridge of oil 
along the entire length of the cylindrical edge could easily be seen during the wind-tunnel 
test. Also in figure 3(a), the opposite cylindrical edge shows an accumulation of oil along 
i t s  entire length. 
the flat top. 
by the darker areas. 
spanwise velocity component directed toward and merging with the flow along the top mid- 
line (center line of top flat plate). Although the results of reference 4 indicated velocity 
components parallel to the center line within this region, the present model is consider- 
ably more complex and deviations from the results of reference 4 might be expected. 
The magnitude of this spanwise velocity component cannot be ascertained because of the 
angle from which the photographs were obtained. Outboard of the coiled vortex sheet 
there is a spanwise velocity component directed toward the leading edge. This result  is 
in agreement with reference 4. 
approaches the leading edge; however, it is not clearly visible in the photographs, but 
could be seen during the test. 
to be due to the accumulation of oil at the front of the pressure orifices, thereby pre- 
venting the oil behind the orifices from being replenished. 
The light areas indicate the pres- 
The flow field over the surface 
(See ref. 4.) The coiled-vortex sheets, induced 
This separation occurs along the 
However, farther aft, this ridge of oil shows up in the 
The vortex sheets reattach on each side of the longitudinal midline on 
The vortex sheets are indicated in  the photograph (See sketch in fig. 3(a).) 
Inboard of the vortex attachment line, the flow appears to have a 
A second flow separation occurs as this spanwise flow 
Along the center line there is a dark s t reak that appears 
Schlieren Photographs 
Schlieren photographs of the model a t  angles of attack of Oo, 150, and 400 at an 
angle of sideslip of Oo are shown in figure 4. 
shock wave originates directly behind the spherical segments at each end of the conical- 
nose region (fig. 4(a)). 
Throughout the angle-of-attack range, a 
Both shock waves are apparently due to a localized separation and 
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reattachment in this region. In figure 4(b), the regions of large density gradients, above 
the boundary layer on the flat surface of the model, that occur throughout the range of 
angles of attack a r e  believed to be associated with vortex formations, as discussed pre- 
viously in the oil-flow description. 
the model nose is in close proximity to the tunnel-wall boundary layer; and, as a result, 
these data could have been influenced by the boundary layer. 
At angles of attack of *40° (see fig. 4(c) for a! = 400), 
P res su re  Distributions 
The pressure distributions along the midline of the body surface in the vertical 
plane of symmetry are shown in figure 5(a) for negative angles of attack and in figure 5(b) 
f o r  positive angles of attack. (The model in these tests was at an angle of sideslip of Oo.) 
For the negative angle-of-attack range (fig. 5(a)), the stagnation point remains on the 
spherical segment adjacent to the flat top. However, with an increasing positive angle of 
attack (fig. 5(b)), the stagnation point shifts f rom the spherical segment to the conical nose 
and is located on the spherical segment adjacent to the half-cone at a! =: 30' and 40'. 
The longitudinal pressure distributions on the conical nose and wedge sides of the 
model at  angles of sideslip of Oo and -10' a r e  shown in figure 6. 
pressure data for an angle of attack of Oo; figure 6(b) presents the data for an angle of 
attack of 30°. The values of the pressure coefficients a r e  presented only for x/R < 1.0 
since the magnitudes remain approximately constant for x/R 2 1.0. A comparison of 
the two parts of figure 6 indicates that the effect of varying the angle of attack on the pres-  
sure  is negligible for a constant value of sideslip and z/R location. 
Figure 6(a) presents the 
The pressure distributions on the conical portions of the body a r e  presented in fig- 
u re s  7 and 8 for angles of attack of Oo and 30' and for  angles of sideslip of Oo and -loo. 
The distribution on the orifice ray  45O from the midline of the nose is shown in figure 7; 
the distribution on the orifice ray  45' from the midline of the half-cone is shown in 
figure 8. 
The cross-sectional pressure-coefficient distribution at selected body stations is 
shown in figure 9 for angles of attack of -30°, Oo, and 30° fo r  a sideslip angle of Oo; 
the variation with sideslip angles of 00 and -loo at an angle of attack of 0' is indicated 
in figure 10. 
Figure 11 presents the average value of base-pressure coefficients for various 
angles of attack and sideslip. 
readings. 
The values represent the average of the base-orifice 
For comparison, the value of the empirical relation is as follows: 
6 
This expression has previously been used to approximate the base pressure for blunt 
bodies. (See ref. 5.) 
CONCLUDING “RKS 
An experimental investigation has been conducted to determi~ne the pressure distri-  
The tes ts  w e r e  conducted at bution on a blunted 15O half-cone-wedge lifting-entry body. 
a Mach number of 3.71 and Reynolds numbers per  foot of 2.81 X lo6 and 4.68 X 106 
(Reynolds numbers per meter of 9.22 X 106 and 15.35 X 106). 
w a s  from -40° to 40°, and the angle-of-sideslip range was  f rom -100 to loo. A modified 
Newtonian method w a s  compared with the data. For most of the pressure. measurements, 
the method predicted not only the trend but also the magnitude of the data over the body 
for the ranges of angles of attack and sideslip. 
The angle-of-attack range 
Langley Research Center , 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 





MODIFIED NEWTONIAN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR SEGMENTS 
OF THE HALF-CONE-WEDGE BODY 
In order to calculate the pressure coefficient on each segment, the composite body 
was divided as shown in figure 1. The derivation for  the pressure coefficients on the 
conical and spherical surfaces may be found detailed in  reference 2. 
The expression fo r  the modified Newtonian pressure coefficient is 
cp = Cp,max cos2 r7 
where 
unit wind vector. If the body surface is described by 
is defined as the angle between the unit vector normal to the surface and the 
f = d X , Y , Z )  
then the unit vector normal to the surface is defined by 
The unit wind vector in t e r m s  of the body axis is defined as follows: 
-c 4 + 
V = -cos a! cos p i  - sin p j  - sin a! cos pk 
la1 and wind vectors gives, by definition, 
-1 n 1 - 1  V cos 7 = c o s  
Taking the dot product of the unit nor1 
n . V =  + -  
4 
In the following derivations, V is defined as above. 
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APPENDIX - Continued 
Half - Cone 
X 1   r - - - - r  
Figure A1.- Coordinate system of half-cone. 
The surface equation for  the half-cone is as follows (see fig. Al) :  
f(x,y,z) = -x2tan2ec + y2 + z 2 
where 
x = x  
y = -R sin $ 
z = -R COS @ 
The unit vector normal to the surface is 
- - -r - 
n = cos ec(tan e c i  - sin $ j - cos @k)  
Therefore, by definition, 
-r 
-c n . V = c o s q  
= -(sin ec cos a! cos p - cos ec sin p sin @ - sin a! cos p cos @ cos 0,) 
and the modified Newtonian pressure coefficient for the half -cone is 
2 Cp = Cp,mz(s in  ec cos a! cos p - cos Bc sin p sin @ - sin a! cos p cos @ cos e,) 
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APPENDIX - Continued 
Spherical-Nose Segment 
Figure A2. - Coordinate system of spherical-nose segment. 
The surface equation for the spherical-nose segment is as follows (see fig. A2): 
f(x,y,z) = -x2 - y2 - z2 + a2 
where 
x = a cos cr 
y = -a s in  (T s in  @ 
z = -a s in  cr cos @ 
The unit vector normal to the surface is 
+ -(xT + y y  + zk') 
Jx2 + y2 + z2 
n =  
and taking the dot product of n' and ? gives 
-c - n . V =  x cos a! COS p + y sin p + z sin a! cos p 
\1X2+y2.2 
Therefore, the modified Newtonian pressure coefficient for  the spherical-nose segment is 
2 Cp = Cp,ma(cos a! cos p cos cr - s in  p sin cr s in  @ - sin a! COS p sin cr cos @) 
10 
APPENDIX - Concluded 
Wedge Section 
Figure A3.- Coordinate system of wedge section. 
The surface equation for the wedge section is as follows (see fig. A3): 
f(x,y,z) = -x tan E + y 
and the unit vector normal to the surface is 
-c -c n = -sin E i + cos E j 
Taking the dot product of the unit vector normal to the surface and the wind vector yields 
+ -  n . V = cos a cos p sin E - sin p cos E 
Therefore, the theoretical pressure coefficient is 
CP = Cp,mm(cos a COS sin E - sin p COS € 1 2  
Flat Top Surface 
Figure A4.- Coordinate system of flat top surface. 
The surface equation for the top surface is as follows (see fig. A4): 
f(X,Y,Z) = z 
-L 
The unit normal vector is 2 = k. 
face and the wind vector yields 
The dot product of the unit vector normal to the sur -  
n . V = -sin a cos /3 4 -  
Therefore, the modified Newtonian pressure coefficient for the flat top surface is 
CP = C p , m s ( s i n  a COS 612 
11 
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TABLE I.- PRESslTRGORIFzCE COCATTONS 


















































































Midline - nose 
Midline - lower sur face  
Midline - upper sur face  
Top sur face  
Spher ica l  segment 
Cyl indr ica l  edge 
Conical nose 
Wedge s ide  
Conical nose 
Wedge s i d e  
Conical nose 
Wedge s i d e  
Conical nose 
Wedge s i d e  
Conical nose 
Wedge s i d e  
Conical nose 
Wedge s i d e  
Conical nose 
Spher ica l  zement  




- . a 2  - ,200 
- .320 - .450 


























t000 . 000 . 000 . 000 
,000 . 000 
. 000 
. 000 













































































































































*Orifice 1 l i e s  on longi tudina l  ax is ;  va lues  of f r  marked with dashes were not  measured. 
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TABm 11.- l!ABULA.TION OF PRESSURE MEASWFGZMEKZ'3 AT A PZYIiOLDS NUMBER PER FOOT OF 2.81 X 106 (REYNOLDS NlJMEX 
PER OF 9.22 X lo6),  M = 3.71, AND = 1.7846 


















































































p = 4510.0 psf 





,11970 . U.970 
.12182 
, 0 9 5 3  
- .04545 
- . o w 7  
- .02004 
























































- . 0 ~ 9 ~  
- .02643 - .03701 
-5O 
pt = 45ll .1  psf 
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cP/cp,- at B of: 
00 
p = 4512.3 psf 




-.Ob547 - .02854 
















































.03915 - ,03277 
.11318 - ,02854 
-.03701 - .0370l 
- .005za 
5 O  
I 
I loo 
pt = 4513.9 psf 
= 216.1 W/m2 

































































































































































TABLE 11.- TABUTATION OF PRESSm MEA::WmTS AT A KCINOLDS NUMBER PER FOOT OF 2.81 x lo6 (WZNOtDS IKlmBR 
PER IGTER OF 9.22 x 16), M = 3.71, AND Cp," = 1.7846 - Continued 
(b)  a = -35O 
-100 -5O 
cP/cp,- a t  p of: 
00 
p = 4513.0 psf 













































- .00099 - ,02852 
-. 03699 - ,04334 - ,04334 




- .04334 - .04334 
- . 0326  - ,04122 - .04122 
50 100 
15 


















































































TABLE 11.- TABULATION OF PR3SSIIRE m i T S  A T  A RMNOLDS NUMBER PER FO(YP OF 2.81 x 106 (REYNOLDS NUMBm 
PER METER OF 9.22 X ld), M = 3.71, AND Cp,,ax = 1.7846 - Continued 
(c) a = -30° 
p = 4509.0 psf 
= 215.9 a/& ___ .. 
0.72247 
.25071 






-.03912 - .04l23 























































.05185 - .00104 -. 01373 





.037& - .03489 
.lo897 - .03@9 - .Ob123 - .Ob123 
. ... - 
-5O 
~. .. . 
p = 4510.7 psf 
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.03703 - .03489 
.11107 
- .04l24 - .04124 
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-.Oh122 - ,04122 
-.04334 - ,04334 - ,04334 
.03710 
-.03699 . l l l l g  
- .03487 - .04l22 
- .Ob334 
5O 
p = 4513.2 psf 





























































-.03071 - ,03282 - .03704 - .03704 - .03915 - .03915 





- .03282 - .03915 - .04126 
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p = 4512.6 psf 
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TABLE 11.- TABULITION OF P%SSURE W A l R E % " S  AT A REWOLDS NUMBER PER FOm OF 2.81 x 106 ( m O L D S  IVUMHER 
PER M E m  OF 9.22 x 106), M = 3.71, AND Cp," = 1.j'@J+6 - Continued 
(d) a = -25O 
-100 -5O 
cJcp,-  a t  p of: 
00 5O 
pt = 4501.6 psf 



































.02038 -. 01995 - .02632 - ,03269 
. O * P  
.19869 
.08406 
- .03481 - .04ll8 - .&330 





- . Oh330 - ,04330 
loo 
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TALUS 11.- TAEUUTION OF PRESSURE rmmm" AT A REYNOLDS NUMIW PER FCW OF 2.81 x 106 ( m o m s  NUMEER 
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( e )  a = -200 
c ~ / c ~ , ~ ~  a t  P of: 
00 
pt = 4513.3 psf 
= 216.1 m/m2 
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p = 4510.3 psf 
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p = 4510.8 psf 
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-.02851 




- . Oj486 
.11126 
-.03698 - . &333 
- .Oh333 
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TABLE 11.- TABULATION OF PH~;.SSJBE MFAJJHEMENTS AT A ~EYNOLDS NUMBER PER FOOT OF 2.81 x io6 ( ~ V ~ I O L D S  IIIJMEIER 
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p = 4509.8 psf  
= 215.9 U d m 2  
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p = 4510.9 psf  






















































M = 3.71, AND Cp,me, = 1.7846 - Continued 
( f )  a = -150 
cdcp,- at P of: 
00 
p = 4512.5 psf 
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pt = 4513.9 psf 
= 215.1 m / s  
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TABLE 11.- TABUIATION OF PRESSJhk MEASWETV?.; AT A REYROLOS NUMBER PER FOOT OF 2.81 x 106 (RFYIIOLDS NIJMEEH 
PER METEX OF 9.22 x d), M = 3.71, AND = 1.7846 - Continued 
(9) a = -100 
-100 
pt = 4509.2 psf 
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pt = 45Ll.O psf 
= 216.0 m/& 
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cP/cp,- at B of: 
O0 
pt = 4509.7 psf 
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PER METER OF 9.22 X 
-100 
p = 4510.0 psf 






































































- ,04335 - .Ob547 - ,04547 
, 0 3 4 9  - ,04124 
.loa95 
-.03700 - .Oh335 - .Oh335 
. OD569 
-5O 
p = 4511.4 psf  






































































- . 0 4 ~ 6  - .04126 
-.04l26 
.03900 - .OS704 . yo82 
-.03492 - . 0 4 ~ 6  
- ,04126 
- ,03704 
at B of: 
CP/C*, QmX 
00 
Pt E 4510.6 psf 




























































p = 4513.7 p s f  






































































,02861 - .04123 - .04546 
-.Oh758 - .04758 
.03496 - .04l23 
.lo904 
loo 
p = 45l2.9 psf  
= 216.1 mfm2 
0.96862 
,71881 . io187 







































































-.034gO - ,04124 
- .04Y4 
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TABLE 11.- TPiBULATION OF PRESSURE MEASWDENTC, AT A REYNOLDS NUMBEH PER FOOT OF 2.81 x 106 (REYNOLDS NUMBER 




















































































p = 4509.4 psf 




















.00955 - .00315 









































- .04546 - .04546 
- ,03700 
-.Oh335 

























- .00954 - .01588 

















































- ,04127 - .04l?7 
- .04338 
-.03916 
,11075 - ,03493 
-.Oh127 - ,04127 
.03egs 
cP/cp,- at P of: 
O0 
pt = 4510.5 psf 






































































p = 4512.3 psf 
. .  















































.03711 - .03910 
.1112 1 
-.O3699 
-.04334 - .Oh334 
100 
pt = 4513.3 psf 
= 216.1 mh2 
.ooggi 


























































.039ll - ,03913 
. l l jV 
-.034gO 
-.04124 - .04336 
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TABLE 11.- TABUIATION OF PHESSURE MFASUHEMENTS AT A KEYNOLDS NUMBER PER FOOI OF 2.81 x lo6 ( M O L D S  IiUMhm 
PER METER OF 9.22 x I&), M = 3.71, AND cP,- = 1.7846 - Continued 
( J )  a = O0 
-100 
p = 4510.2 psi' 
















.00319 - .00950 - .00316 - .00104 























- .03700 -. 04335 - .04547 
-.Ob547 
, 0303  - .03489 
.io896 
- ,03730 - ,04335 - .04547 
-5O 
pt = 4512. 9 psf 

































. 5 W 7  




































- .03493 - .04E26 - .04I26 
- ,04337 
.03899 - .03915 
,11080 
-.03493 - ,04126 
-.04126 
cP/cp,- at P of: 
00 
p = 4509.0 psf 




































































pt = 4513.5 psf 















- .00319 - ,00954 
.oog49 










































- ,03702 - ,04125 - .Ob125 - .Ob336 
.03909 - ,03702 
- . 0349  - .04125 
- .Ob125 
. 1 ~ 0 a  
100 
pt = 45ll.9 psf 










































































- ,04124 - .04l24 
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TABLE 11.- TABULATION OF PRESSURE W S U R E a W i . ;  AT A REYNOLDS NUMBEX PER FOOT OF 2.81 x 105 ("oms NUMZ~ER 
PER METER OF 9.22 x 1&), M = 3.71, AND $,,x = 1.7846 - Continud 
(k) a = Oo 













































































pt = 4505.0 psf 

















































































Pt = 4506.0 psf 












































































- ,04129 - , 0 4 3 b  
00 
Pt = 4506.8 psf 











































































, 0 9 8 9  
- .Ojg17 




pt = 4506.0 psf 










. a 7  
.00543 
.0033l 
. 00 543 






































. 0 3 m  
.241i 5 









-.03497 - _ .  - .04130 
-.Oh340 
loo 
p = 4506.6 psf 
































































- . O b 1 2 8  
,12122 
- ,03494 -. 04339 
- ,04339 
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TABLE 11.- TABULATION OF FW3SuRE !4EASUkpIENTS AT A KLXNOLDS NUMEER PER FWP OF 2.81 X 106 (hLXliOLDS IilMEZR 







































j 9  
40 









































PER METER OF 9.22 x 16), 
-100 
pt = 4y39.3 ,>Sf 
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Pt = 4506.9 psf 




























































, 5 9 7 1  
.15894 
. lo624 
















. 1 I191 
,16104 
M = 3.71, AND CP,- = 1.7846 - Cuntinued 















































. L O 0 2 0  
.09181 
.07069 . OG838 






























pt = 4511.1 p s f  



























- .  ool& 
- .  01586 
- .02009 





































. O j 8 6 9  
- . o j p o  
,12291 
- ,03500 - ,04131 
- ,04342 
100 
pt = !+505.0 psf 
= 215.7 W/m2 





































































































































































PER METER OF 9.22 x id), 
pt = 4508.9 psf 
= 215.9 D/.’ 
,37396 




- .03698 - , 0 2 8 ~  
-.03698 















































pt = 4507.8 psf 




















































- .03498 - ,04341 
- .04341 
,03878 
= 3.71, AND p,- = 1.7846 - Continued 
c ~ / c ~ , ~ ~ ~  at P of: 
O0 
pt = 4506.0 psf 











































































-.Ob339 -. 04339 
.03892 
5 O  


































































pt = 4505.3 psf 




























































































































































PER METER OF 9.22 X 
-100 
pt = 4506.7 psr 
= ?15.8 W/m2 
0.90516 












- .03699 - ,04546 
- ,04546 
-.04122 
- . o j699 



























































,12120 - . 0 j917 
-.Ob761 
- . 04761 
- 5O 
pt = 4506.2 p s f  
















- . OS640 
-.Oj275 






































- . 03708 
- ,04551 
-.04551 
(”) a = 100 
,32287 
- .00947 - .00947 
.00111 
- ,00947 - .0137l 
- ,02006 
-.03064 
















. 1 j024 
,1196 j 
,10695 









,12539 . m 6 1  . ~ j j g  
















,16126 - ,03495 
- ,04339 








Pt = 4509.5 Psf 





















































































































































































































































m m  11.- TABUUTION OF PRESSUKL. msw~r i i . ;  AT A mom NUMBER PER FOOT OF 2.81 x io6 ( ~ ~ O L D S  NUMBEII 
PER METER OF 9.22 x 16), M = 3.71, AND C,,,, = 1.7846 - Continue3 
(0) a = 15' 
-100 
P t  = 4505.9 psf 

















































































p t  = 4505.8 psf  













































































- .04339 .~,  
,12123 - ,03916 
- .0476 1 
-.04761 
c ~ / c ~ , ~ ~ ~  a t  P o f :  
O0 
Pt = 4508.4 psf  















































































- ,04339 - ,04550 
5" 
p t  = 4506.0 psf 



















































































pt = 4506.9 psf 





































































































































































TABLE 11.- TABULATION OF PkXF.JSURE EEA;'IFR~iERTS AT A REYNOLDS !NMBGR PER FOOT OF 2.81 X 1 6  (WYBOLDS !WMEER 
PER METER OF 9.22 x 1 6 ) ,  M = 3.71, AND Cp,max = 1.7846 - Continued 
( p )  a = 200 
- 100 
pt = 4506.7 psf 
o.e,se3 

























































































































































TABLE 11.- TABUIATIOR OF PRESSUKC. M F A ~ ~ ~ W I ~ ~ ;  AT A m o m s  NUMBER PER FCUT OF 2.81 x io6 (FEYNOLDS NUMBEX 
PER MTER OF 9.22 x 16), M = 3.71, AND 
(9) a = 25O 
Cp,mex = 1.7846 - Continued 
-loo I -5O 00 pt = 4306.8 psf  






































































































































































PER EETER OF 9.22 X ld), 
-100 
P t  = 4508.3 psi- 
= 215.9 U / m 2  

















pt = 4508.2 p s i  



























- . 0 j408 
-.Oj488 



























M = 3.71, AliD Cp,,,x = 1.-7846 - Cvntinued 


























-. 04 j32 
- ,04968 
-.ob332 
- ,043 j:' 













. l j l54  
.1?100 
.IC625 




. 1 1 " 
. lC&> 
.1062> 



























5 O  
pt = 4509.1 p s f  











. %926 . 37657 
,56811 






























































, 0 5 7 3  
-.03707 




Pt = 4506.5 P s i  























































































1 2  
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PER MCPER OF 9.22 x 106): 

















- ,04546 - .Oh546 - .Ob546 
- ,134 j j 4  




























































pt = 4506.4 psf  





































































M = 3.71, AND Cp,mx = 1.7846 - Continued 
( 6 )  a = 350 
c ~ / c ~ , ~ ~ ~  a t  B of: 
O0 
pt  = 4509.2 psf 
























.Ob763 -. 02642 
-.03912 























































P t  = 4507.9 psf 


















































































Pt = 4506.7 psf 

































































.12297 - .03078 
- .03710 
- . O j P O  
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PER METER OF 9.22 X ld), 
-100 
pt = 4507.2 p s f  


















































































Pt = 4507.5 psf 











,01804 - .Oh546 -. 04546 
- ,04546 

















.lo482 . 10906 
.43926 
, 1 4 8 2  
.I5139 
,14504 









M = 3.71, AND CP,,"= = 1.7846 - Concluded 
(t) a = 40° 
cP/cp,- at p of: 
O0 
Pt = 4507.7 psf 














-.04334 -. 04123 
-.Ob546 
-.Ob546 -. 04123 -. 03911 -. 04758 
- .Ob758 






















































pt = 4508.0 psf 













































































- .03074 -. 03707 
-.03707 
loo 
pt = 4508.1 psf 

















- ,04757 -. 04757 











































- ,02652 - ,03707 





TABLE 111.- -ION OF PRESSURE MEASURDCZ!?T3 AT A RFnvOLDS NUMBER PER FOOT OF 4.68 X 106 (RFYNOLDS NUMBER 
PER MFPER OF 15.35 X 16), M = 3.71, Cp,max = 1.7846, AND Li = 0'
c ~ / c ~ , ~ ~ ~  at a of:  
~ 
35O 00 100 200 30' 
Orif ice  
pt = 7500.1 psf 
= 359.1 kN/m 
pt = 7500.1 psf 
= 359.1 m/m2 
pt = 7500.1 psf 



















































. b o 9 7  . l77l3 - .03018 -. 02000 -. 02255 
-.03145 
- .03654 





































































































.05517 - .04160 -. 03396 - .OU15 
-.04160 
- . Ob33 




















































































































































. l o k g  
.o9759 




































































































.OW74 - .03916 
-.Ob423 
-.Oh423 

















































- ,04170 -. 04550 
- 045% 
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Enlarged view of nose section 
.. 
L 11.135 
(283 )  ,-Longitudinal axis 
180" 
Rear 
(a) Coordinate systems and model dimensions. (Dimensions are in inches (millimeters).) 
Figure 2.- Model description. 
\ /- - Longitudinol O X I S  
Enlarged view of nose section 
I Q 74 
I 
Rear 
(b) Orifice identification. 




I------ Go i led vortex sheet 
Secondary 
separation 
_ _  
Attachment line 
(a) a = 00. L-68-805 




(a) a = 00. L-63-807 
Figure 4.- Schl ieren photographs of the model at M = 3.71 and p = 00. 
40 
(b) a = 15O. 
Figure 4.- Continued, 
L-68-8a8 
4 1  
(c) a = 400. 
Figure 4.- Concluded. 
42 
L-68-80) 
. . ,  
2 = -40" 
of ni 
I l l  I I I I 
--Modified Nev 
;Bl' 
-I 0 I 
S/ R 
4 
(a) Negative angles of attack. 
Figure 5.- Variat ion Of pressure-coefficient rat io along the  midl ine of the  upper and lower body surfaces in the  vert ical  
plane of symmetry for  var ious angles of attack. p = 00. 
43 













































........ I.,: ....... 
. . . .  
I .  
1 
(b) Positive angle of attack. 




(a) a = 00. 
Figure 6.- Variat ion of the  pressure-coefficient rat io on  the  model windward side fo r  three z/R stations. 
45 
.3 9 .b .I .8 .9 1.0 
(b) a = 30°. 






















x / R  
.5 .6 
~~ 
.I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 
Z/R 
Figure 7.- Variation of pressure-coefficient ratio in the nose region. 
cP 
Cp , max 
0' 0" 
30" 0" 1 1 0 ------------ 
0 30" -10" 
0 .6 
13 0" -10" Z/R 
-8 I .  2 1.6 2 .o 
X/ R 
2.4 2.8 3.2 
.8 .9 I .O I ,I 
Z/ R 
I .2 I .3 1.4 
Figure 8.- Variat ion of pressure-coefficient ratio on the half-cone region of the body. 
j I I I I I . . l  + I '  i I i I I I I ~ r :  
Top surface 
Cyl indr ical  edges 
S i d e  surface 0 0" 0" 
I o  I @ I  
Surface regions 
L I I I I 1 I I I I 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 I40 160 I80 4, deg 
Figure 9.- Variat ion of pressure-coefficient rat io around the  body at  selected cross-sectional 
body stations for a = Oo, 30°, and -3OO. p = Oo. 
49 
I 
I II II I 1111 111 II 11111 1111.1111 1111. 
I 
I II I I I I I I I11111111111 111111 I I II I I I I l l  
op surfoce Modified Newtonion method Q p 
Cylindrical edges 0 0" 0" 
, 30" 0" ----
0 _---- -30" 0" 
Side surface 
@ Conical surface 
-- 
--.L I
C D  
Cp,mox 
- 1  0 
Surface regions 
I . I  - I I I I I 
I80 
I I .. I 
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+', deq 
Figure 9.- Concluded. 
50 
Surface reaions u I I I I I I J 
0 2 0  40 60 80 IO0  I20 140 I60 I80 
I 
$)I, deg 
Figure 10.- Variation of pressure-coefficient ratio around the body at x / R  = 0.71 and 2.86 for p = 00 and -100. a = 00. 
51 
Angle of attack , deg 
Figure 11.- Variat ion of t he  average base-pressure-coefficient rat io wi th  angle of attack fo r  angles of sideslip of Oo and  -100. 
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